
In�nite-State High-Level MSCs:Model-Cheking and Realizability(Extended abstrat)Blaise Genest1?, Ana Musholl1?, Helmut Seidl2, and Mar Zeitoun1?1 LIAFA, Universit�e Paris VII2, pl. Jussieu, ase 7014, 75251 Paris edex 05, Frane2 FB IV, Universit�at Trier, 54286 Trier, GermanyAbstrat. We onsider three natural lasses of in�nite-state HMSCs:globally-ooperative, loally-ooperative and loal-hoie HMSCs. Weshow �rst that model-heking for globally-ooperative and loally-oo-perative HMSCs has the same omplexity as for the lass of �nite-state(bounded) HMSCs. Surprisingly, model-heking loal-hoie HMSCs turnsout to be exponentially more eÆient in spae than for loally-ooper-ative HMSCs. We also show that loally-ooperative and loal-hoieHMSCs an be always implemented by ommuniating �nite states ma-hines, provided we allow some additional (bounded)message data. More-over, the implementation of loal-hoie HMSCs is deadlok-free and oflinear-size.1 IntrodutionMessage sequene harts (MSC) is a visual notation for asynhronously ommu-niating proesses and a standard of the ITU [1℄. The usual appliation of MSCsin teleommuniation is for apturing requirements of ommuniation protoolsin form of senarios at early design stages. MSCs usually represent inompletespei�ations, obtained from a preliminary view of the system that abstratsaway several details suh as variables or message ontents. High-level MSCs(HMSCs) ombine basi MSCs using hoie and iteration, thus desribing possi-bly in�nite olletions of senarios. From the viewpoint of automati veri�ation,high-level MSCs are in�nite-state systems. Moreover, ertain basi questions asmodel-heking against HMSC properties [5, 14℄ are undeidable.A preliminary spei�ation of a ommuniation protool an su�er from sev-eral de�ienies, either related to the partial order of events (e.g. rae onditions[4, 14℄) or to the violation of user-de�ned properties spei�ed in some logisor HMSCs (model-heking [5℄). The detetion of possible failures in early de-sign stages is of ritial importane, and the utility of HMSCs an be greatlyenhaned by automati validation methods. A natural question for HMSC spe-i�ations is to test whether the spei�ation is implementable (or realizable) [2℄? Work partly supported by the European researh projet IST-1999-29082 AD-VANCE and by the INRIA/IRISA ARC projet FISC.



by a ommuniation protool and to onstrut suh an implementation. Sine anabstrat ommuniation protool is usually desribed by ommuniating �nite-state mahines (CFM), we test implementability against CFMs. Opposed toHMSC spei�ations, no global ontrol is available in CFMs. In order to installa distributed ontrol the CFM realization therefore may have to add further datato messages or even exhange additional (synhronization) messages. Our goalis to exhibit general tehniques for synthesizing suh distributed ontrol. Onean implementation is available, one an easily simulate exeutions of the HMSCusing the ITU-standard model SDL (Spei�ation and Desription Language)and use SDL tools for model-heking the HMSC spei�ation.We onsider in this paper three natural lasses of in�nite-state HMSCs:globally-ooperative, loally-ooperative and loal-hoie HMSCs. Loally-oo-perative and loal-hoie HMSCs are (syntatially inomparable) sublassesof globally-ooperative HMSCs. The ruial property of globally-ooperativeHMSCs is there exists a regular set of representative behaviors, however bu�ersare unbounded (making the system in�nite-state). For teleommuniation appli-ations it is of ourse essential to ope with unbounded ommuniation bu�ers.Globally-ooperative HMSCs have been introdued independently in [12℄, whereasloally-ooperative HMSCs are de�ned in this paper. The loal-hoie propertywe use here has been onsidered in [8℄.In the �rst part of the paper (Setion 3) we onsider the model-hekingproblem and we show that it is deidable for globally-ooperative HMSCs. Themodel-heking problem is stated as intersetion (negative property) or inlu-sion (positive property) of HMSCs, that is, the property to be tested is also de-sribed by an HMSC. Reall that both questions are undeidable for unrestritedHMSCs, whih has been the motivation for onsidering regular (�nite-state)HMSCs [5, 14, 10℄. Here, we show that negative and positive model-heking arePSPACE- and EXPSPACE-omplete, respetively, for both globally-ooperativeand loally-ooperative HMSCs | thus generalizing the omplexity bounds forregular HMSCs to in�nite-state HMSCs. For loal-hoie HMSCs we obtain bet-ter algorithms, spei�ally negative model-heking is quadrati time whereaspositive model-heking is PSPACE-omplete.In the seond part of the paper we onsider the synthesis of ommuniating�nite-state mahines from loally-ooperative, resp. loal-hoie HMSCs (Se-tions 4 and 4.3). We adopt a moderate view by allowing additional messageontents, while ruling out extra ontrol messages. The reason is that additionalmessages mean additional proess synhronization. This is not desirable, or evennot realizable, in a given environment. Still, our implementation semantis byCFMs is more general than the one introdued in [2℄ and used in [3, 12℄ wherea parallel produt of �nite-state automata ommuniating over FIFO hannelsis employed to realize the (linear) behavior of eah proess of the given HMSC.Moreover, implementability in this framework is undeidable even for boundedHMSCs (however, deadlok-free implementability is in EXPSPACE). Other no-tions of implementation are proposed in [7℄,[8℄,[13℄. We show that both HMSCs2



lasses are always implementable by CFMs. Moreover, the CFM implementationof loal-hoie HMSCs is deadlok-free and of linear-size.The proofs use standard tehniques fromMazurkiewiz trae theory as well asspei� partial orders methods. Proofs are in most ases omitted in this abstrat,due to lak of spae.2 PreliminariesIn this setion we reall the spei�ation formalism of message sequene harts(MSC) and high-level message sequene harts (HMSC) based on the ITU stan-dard Z.120 [1℄. An MSC desribes a senario or an exeution of a ommuniationprotool in whih proesses ommuniate with eah other over point-to-pointhannels. Suh a senario is given by a desription of the messages sent andreeived, the loal events, and the ordering between them. The event ordering isbased on a proess ordering and a message ordering. In the visual desription ofMSCs, eah proess is represented by a vertial line, whih shows the total orderon the events belonging to that proess. Messages are represented by horizontalor slanted arrows from the sending proess to the reeiving one.MSC. An MSC over proess set P is a tuple M = hE;<;P ; t; C;mi where:{ E = �Sp2P Ep is a �nite set of events, eah loated on some proess fromthe set P , with Ep denoting the set of events of proess p. We denote byP (e) 2 P the proess to whih event e belongs.{ Every event is either a ommuniation event (send or reeive) or a loalevent. We write E = S �[R �[L as a disjoint union, with S denoting thesends, R the reeives and L the loal events.{ C is a �nite set of message ontents (names) and loal ation names.{ t : E ! A = fp!q(a); p?q(a); lp(a) j p; q 2 P ; p 6= q; a 2 Cg labels eah eventby its type t(e), with t(e) = p!q(a) if e 2 Ep \S is a send event of message afrom p to q, t(e) = p?q(a) if e 2 Ep \R is a reeive event of message a by pfrom q and t(e) = lp(a) if e 2 Ep \ L is a p-loal event desribing the loalation a.{ m : S �! R is a bijetion that pairs up send and reeive events (mathingfuntion). We have that m(e) = f only if t(e) = p!q(a), t(f) = q?p(a) forsome p; q 2 P and a 2 C.{ < � E�E is the least ayli relation satisfying the following requirements:� The restrition of < to Ep is a total order, for every proess p 2 P .� For all e; f 2 E, m(e) = f implies e < f .A message (e; f) is a pair of mathing send and reeive events, i.e., m(e) = f .Often one assumes that hannels are FIFO, that is, there is no overtaking of mes-sages in the hannel from p to q, for every p 6= q. The results of this paper aredepending on this assumption. For non-FIFO hannels we just have to add someinformation in the type t(e) of an event e. Formally, we extend the type of eahevent by an integer. We require that m(e) = f only if t(e) = (p!q(a); k) andt(f) = (q?p(a); k) for some p; q; a and k 2 N.3



Sine < is required to be ayli, its reexive-transitive losure <� is a partialorder on E. For sake of simpliity we will use the same notation � for the partialorder <�. A linearization of < is de�ned as usual, as a total order � extend-ing �, i.e., � � �. For any MSC M we denote by Lin(M) the set of labeledlinearizations of M : Lin(M) = ft(e1) � � � t(ek) j e1 � � � ek is a linearization of Mg.Note that any x 2 Lin(M) suÆes to reonstrut the MSC M , sine the typemapping t : E ! A enodes all the relevant information about M . If the math-ing m is a partial funtion then we speak about a partial MSC. For every x 2 A�we denote by ms(x) the (partial) MSC de�ned by x, if it exists. The size of anMSC is the number of events it ontains.Sine the spei�ation of a ommuniation protool inludes many senarios,a high-level desription is needed for ombining them together and de�ning in-�nite sets of (�nite or in�nite) senarios. The standard desription of the normZ.120 uses non-deterministi branhing, onatenation and iteration for de�ning�nite or in�nite sets of MSCs. Formally, a high-level MSC G = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i(HMSC for short) is a �nite transition system (V;R; v0; vf ) with transition setR � V � V , initial node v0 (with no ingoing edge) and terminal node vf(with no outgoing edge). Eah node v is labeled by the �nite MSC �(v). Welet P (v) = P (�(v)), and we assume that P (v) 6= ;, exept possibly for v = vf .We also assume that every node is aessible from v0 and from eah node there isa path to vf . An exeution of G is the labeling �(v0)�(v1) � � ��(vk) of some pathv0 = v0; v1; : : : ; vk = vf in G, i.e., (vi; vi+1) 2 R for every 0 � i < k. The set ofexeutions of G is denoted by L(G), the set of linearizations of exeutions of Gis denoted by Lin(G). The size of an HMSC is the sum of the sizes of its nodes.The semantis of HMSCs depends on the de�nition of the MSC produt.We onsider the usual weak produt of MSCs, as de�ned in the following. LetM1 = hE1; <1;P ; t1 ; C1 ;m1i and M2 = hE2; <2;P ; t2; C2 ;m2i be MSCs overthe same set of proesses P . Their produt M1M2 is de�ned as the MSC hE1 [E2; <; P ; t1 [ t2; C1 [ C2 ;m1 [ m2i over the disjoint union of events E1 �[E2,with the visual order given by:< = <1 [ <2 [f(e; f) 2 E1 �E2 j P (e) = P (f)g :That is, events of M1 preede the events of M2 for eah proess, respetively.Note that there is no synhronization between di�erent proesses when movingfrom one node to the next one (this is alled weak sequening). Hene, it ispossible that one proess is still involved in some ations of M1, while anotherproess has advaned to an event ofM2. We also say thatM1 is a pre�x ofM1M2.3 Model-Cheking Cooperative HMSCsIn this setion we introdue globally-ooperative HMSCs and the sublass ofloally-ooperative HMSCs and we show that the model-heking problem forthese in�nite-state HMSCs is deidable.For MSCs M1;M2 with P (M1) \ P (M2) = ;, we write M1 kM2 and we saythat M1;M2 are independent. Observe that M1 k M2 implies M1M2 = M2M1.4



An MSC M is alled linked if it annot be written asM =M1M2 with M1 kM2both non empty MSCs. If v1; v2 are nodes of an HMSC G = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i,we write v1 k v2 if �(v1) k �(v2). The relation Syn = V � V n k is alled thesynhronization relation.Globally-ooperative and loally-ooperative HMSCsLet G = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i be an HMSC with nodes labeled by linked MSCs.1. G is alled globally-ooperative if no strongly onneted R-omponent U � Van be partitioned as U = U1 �[U2 suh that U1; U2 6= ; and v1 k v2 for allv1 2 U1, v2 2 U2.2. G is alled loally-ooperative if R � Syn.In partiular, any MSC labeling a loop of a globally-ooperative HMSC is linked.We will assume in the sequel that all nodes of an HMSC are labeled by linkedMSCs. This is not a restrition, sine any non-linked node an be split in asequene of linked nodes. Note that this transformation preserves both lassesof regular and globally-ooperative HMSCs.The motivation behind the de�nition of globally-ooperative HMSCs omesfrom Mazurkiewiz trae theory. Let k � V � V be a symmetri, irreexiveindependene relation on V . A set K � V � is alled k-losed when �uv�0 2K , �vu�0 2 K for all �; �0 2 V � and u k v. The k-losure of K � V �is the smallest k-losed set ontaining K and is denoted losk(K). In general,the losure does not preserve regularity. A suÆient ondition for losk(L(A))being regular is that the set of edge labels U � V ourring in any stronglyonneted omponent of A indues a onneted subgraph of (V; (V �V )n k) [11,15℄. Moreover, the size of a non-deterministi automaton reognizing losk(L(A))is at most 2O(n�}) [5, 14℄, where n = jAj and } is the minimal number of liquesovering the graph (V; (V � V )n k). Testing that an automaton A satis�es theabove ondition is o-NP-omplete, [5, 14℄. This yields:Proposition 1. Cheking whether an HMSC is globally-ooperative is o-NP-omplete, whereas heking whether it is loally-ooperative is in P.Notie that globally-ooperative and loally-ooperative HMSCs have in gen-eral an in�nite state spae, thus they are not bounded in the sense of [5, 14℄.Formally, the set of linearizations of exeutions annot be desribed by �nite au-tomata. However, although globally-ooperative HMSCs are more general thanbounded HMSCs, we are still able to do automata-based model-heking. Theunderlying idea is that the exeutions of a globally-ooperative HMSC an beaptured by a regular set of representatives. As an example onsider the HMSCsqprqp M2M1Fig. 1. A loally-ooperative HMSC
G of Figure 1. The set Lin(G) of lin-earizations of exeutions of G is ob-viously non-regular (onsider e.g. lin-earizations in the set A�p(Ar + As)�A�q ,where Ap = ft(e) j P (e) = pg is the setof types of events loated on p). A regu-lar set of representatives is given by theset Lin(G) \ (Ap(Ar +As)Aq)�. 5



A non empty MSC is alled atomi (atom, for short) if it annot be writtenas M = M1M2 for non empty MSCs M1;M2. It is not hard to see that anyMSC M an be written as M =M1 � � �Mk where eah Mi is a non empty atom,and that this fatorization is unique up to ommutation of adjaent independentatoms. In [9℄, it is shown how to ompute this fatorization in linear time. Notethat any atomi MSC is linked. Note that replaing any node by a sequeneof atoms preserves globally-ooperative, but not loally-ooperative HMSCs, asshown through Proposition 2.Let G = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i be an HMSC. We de�ne Atom(G) as the set of atomsourring in the deomposition of MSCs from �(V ). Let Lina(G) = Lin(G) \Lin(Atom(G))�, where Lin(Atom(G)) = SM2Atom(G) Lin(M).We show now that Lina(G) is a regular set of representatives for Lin(G).Theorem 1. Let G be a globally-ooperative HMSC. Then ms(Lina(G)) =L(G). Let s denote the size of G, } the number of proesses, and let � be themaximal number of events on the same proess in an MSC from Atom(G). Then:1. Lina(G) is reognized by a non-deterministi �nite automaton of size in2O(}s)(�+ 1)}.2. Moreover, if G is loally-ooperative, then the size of the automaton is insO(})(�+ 1)}(}+ 1)}.The lower bounds below follow onstrutions similar to [14℄:Corollary 1. Model-heking globally-ooperative HMSCs is deidable. Preisely,let G1; G2 be globally-ooperative HMSCs, then we have:1. Deiding whether L(G1) \ L(G2) 6= ; is a PSPACE-omplete problem.2. Deiding whether L(G1) � L(G2) is an EXPSPACE-omplete problem.Both lower bounds hold also when G1; G2 are loally-ooperative.We obtain better omplexity bounds for the model-heking problems forloally-ooperative HMSCs if the nodes are labeled by atomi MSCs. For thiswe use the uniity of the deomposition of an MSC into atoms:Proposition 2. Let G1; G2 be loally-ooperative HMSCs suh that eah nodeis labeled by an atomi MSC. Then:1. Deiding whether L(G1) \ L(G2) 6= ; is a NLOGSPACE-omplete problem.2. Deiding whether L(G1) � L(G2) is an PSPACE-omplete problem.3.1 Loal-hoie HMSCsAn important aspet of implementation is the absene of deadloks. So we areled to onsider HMSCs satisfying the loal-hoie property [8℄. Roughly speaking,loal-hoie ensures that branhing between exeutions is always ontrolled bya unique proess.Loal-hoie HMSCs. An HMSC N = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i is alled loal-hoie ifthe following onditions are satis�ed: 6



1. Every path starting in v0 has a unique minimal event.2. For eah node v 2 V having at least two outgoing edges, there is a proessroot(v) suh that every path w1w2 � � � , starting in a node w1 suessor of v,has a unique minimal event loated on root(v).It is easy to see that loally-ooperative and loal-hoie HMSCs are syn-tatially inomparable. However, loal-hoie HMSCs are globally-ooperative.Atually we an transform loal-hoie HMSCs into loally-ooperative, loal-hoie HMSCs of quadrati size, as shown in Proposition 3 below.We all a node with at least two outgoing edges a branhing node. Notiethat every path v0 � � � vl in N where all of v1; : : : ; vn are non-branhing, is oflength l + 1 � jV j. Suh a path will be alled a non-branhing path. Moreover,if the non-branhing path � = v0 � � � vl is maximal, then it is determined byv0 and vl is either branhing or the terminal node vf . We denote the maximalnon-branhing path starting in v by NPath(v). Consider now an aepting path� of N . We deompose � as � = �0�1 � � ��k+1 where eah �i is a maximal non-branhing path (note that this deomposition is unique). Let vi be the last nodeof �i�1 (see Figure 2, where the triangles illustrate the partial order graphs ofthe subpaths �i). Note that vi is branhing for all i � k. Let also wi be the �rstnode of �i, hene �i = NPath(wi). By de�nition, pi = root(vi) 2 P (wi) is theproess on whih the minimal event of �i is loated (whih is the unique minimalevent of the path �i � � ��k). Moreover, the loal hoie ondition applied to thebranhing node vi�1 ensures that pi also belongs to P (�i�1). If pi 6= pi�1 thenthe �rst ation of pi in �i�1 is a reeive ation.
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��0 �1 �kv1 v2 . . . wkw1v0=w0 vk+1=vfFig. 2. Path deomposition in a loal-hoie HMSC.The above deomposition of paths in a loal-hoie HMSC will be used bythe implementation algorithm (Setion 4.3).Proposition 3. For every loal-hoie HMSC we an onstrut an equivalentloally-ooperative, loal-hoie HMSC of quadrati size.The main tehnial argument establishing the model-heking algorithm forloal-hoie HMSCs is based on the following property. Consider an equalityM1 � � �Mk = M 01 � � �M 0l , where every Mi � � �Mk, resp. M 0j � � �M 0l has a uniqueminimal event, for all i; j. Then we an show that either M1 is a pre�x of M 01(or vie-versa) or M1 = XM 02 � � �M 0l , M 01 = XM2 � � �Mk hold for some MSC X .This observation allows to onsider only on�gurations with a unique mini-mal event (instead of arbitrary on�gurations, whih would require polynomialspae). 7



Theorem 2. Let G and G0 be two loal-hoie HMSCs. Then we have:1. Deiding whether L(G) \ L(G0) 6= ; is NLOGSPACE-omplete. Moreover,this question an be deided in time O(jGj � jG0j).2. Deiding whether L(G) � L(G0) is PSPACE-omplete.4 Implementing HMSCs by Communiating Finite-StateMahines4.1 Communiating Finite-State MahinesThe most natural implementation model for HMSCs are ommuniating �nitestate mahines (CFM), as used for instane in the ITU standard spei�ationlanguage SDL.A CFM A onsists of a network of �nite state mahines A = (Ap)p2Pthat ommuniate over unbounded, error-free bu�ers. In general we assume thatbu�ers are FIFO (if for instane the given HMSC is FIFO), but we an modifythe semantis of reeives if the MSCs ontain overtaking of messages. The on-tent of a bu�er is a word over a �nite alphabet C. With eah pair (p; q) 2 P2of distint proesses we assoiate a bu�er Bp;q. Eah �nite state mahine Apis desribed by a tuple Ap = (Sp; Ap;!p; Fp) onsisting of a set of loal statesSp, a set of ations Ap, a set of loal �nal states Fp and a transition relation!p� Sp � Ap � Sp. The omputation begins in an initial state s0 2 Qp2P Sp.The ations of Ap are either loal ations or sending/reeiving a message. Weuse the same notations as for MSCs. Sending message a 2 C from proess p toproess q is denoted by p!q(a) and it means that a is appended to the bu�erBp;q . Reeiving message a by p from q is denoted by p?q(a) and it means that amust be the �rst message in bu�er Bq;p, whih will be then removed from Bq;p(supposing FIFO). In the non-FIFO ase we speify the type of the messagethat an be reeived next (f. the semantis of a reeive in the message queue ofUNIX system V). A loal ation m is denoted by lp(a). We denote a run of theCFM as suessful, if eah proess p �nishes the exeution in some �nal state Fpand all bu�ers are empty. The set of suessful runs (i.e., MSCs) of A is denotedL(A). The size of A is Pp jApj.A CFM implementation of an HMSC N will add in general data to themessage ontents of N . We will all A a CFM implementation of N if the MSCsde�ned by the suessful runs of A with the additional data removed, orrespondpreisely to the exeutions of N .4.2 Implementing loally-ooperative HMSCsThe simplest realization of an HMSC N by a CFM is the one where the automa-ton Ap orresponding to proess p generates the projetion of L(N) on p. Thisapproah is used in [3, 12℄. Consider again the HMSC G1 of Figure 1 (page 5), andlet M be the MSC given by the projetions �p(M) = p!r p!r p!s p!s, �q(M) =q?r q?s q?r q?s, �r(M) = r?p r!q r?p r!q and �s(M) = s?p s!q s?p s!q. Then M8



does not belong to L(G1). However, it is easy to verify that �t(M) 2 �t(L(G1))for all t 2 fp; q; r; sg. Hene G1 is not realizable aording to [3℄.We desribe our implementation of loally-ooperative HMSCs �rst on ourexampleG1. One an observe thatG1 an be implemented if proess p antiipatesthe next hoie and sends the predition with the urrent message. Proesses rand s then forward the predition to q. In this way, proess q knows whetherthe next message should be reeived from r or from s. The general solution willinvolve a leader proess (p in the example) for eah transition, i.e., a proess thatours in both nodes and deides about ertain nodes in the future (predition),as desribed below.For a node v 2 V of N = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i, let P (v) denote the proessesourring in �(v). For a path � = v0v1 � � � vk of N let P (�) = Si P (vi) bethe proesses ourring in �. Moreover, we de�ne �rst(�; p) for all p 2 P asthe �rst node ontaining p in �: �rst(�; p) = ? if p =2 P (�), and �rst(�; p) =vj , where j = minfk � 0 j p 2 P (vk)g otherwise. Similarly, if � has at leasti + 1 nodes, let last(�; i; p) be the last node among the �rst (i + 1) nodes of �ontaining proess p (resp., �rst(�; p) = ? if p =2 P (v0 � � � vi)).Let N = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i be a loally-ooperative HMSC. A triple (v; �; l) 2V � (V [ f?g)P � P is a realizable predition if either �(p) = ? for all p 2 Pand v = vf , or if all onditions below hold:1. There exists a path � = v0v1 � � � in N suh that v0 = �(l) and �(p) =�rst(�; p) for eah proess p;2. (v; �(l)) 2 R;3. l 2 P (v) \ P (�(l)).The proess l is alled the leader of the transition (v; �(l)) with respet to (v; �; l).From a loally-ooperative HMSC N = hV;R; v0; vf ; �i, we build a ommuni-ating automaton AN as follows. Eah proess is initialized with the same inputi0 = (v0; �0; l0) whih is some realizable predition with v0 = v0. The algorithmfor proess p is desribed below:(v,�,`) = (v0,�0,`0);while (true)f m = (v,�,`);if (p 2 P(v)) // test useful only for the first node of pexeute(v,m);v' = �(p);if (v' == ?)halt();if (v' == �(`)) // v' is the suessor of v(�',`') = guess_next(v',�);else (�',`') = guess(v');v = v'; � = �'; ` = `';gThe all guess next(v0; �) guesses nondeterministially a predition and aleader (�0; `0) for the next node v0, suh that (v0; �0; `0) is realizable and the newpredition �0 is ompatible with the old predition � for proesses not ourring9



in v0, that is, �jPnP (v0) = �0jPnP (v0). The all guess(v') guesses nondeterministi-ally a pair (�0; `0) suh that (v0; �0; `0) is realizable. In this ase, proess p makesa predition about a node p0 that is not a diret R-suessor of v. This preditionis needed sine all proesses of a node must agree on some future information.The all halt() terminates the exeution of p in an aepting state. Finally, theall exeute(v,m) onsists in exeuting the ations of p of the MSC labeling v,but overloading the messages to be sent or reeived with m. Note that if two om-muniating proesses do not hoose the same value for m, then a deadlok ours.By transitivity and weak onnetivity of eah MSC, the deadlok-free exeutionof a node means that all proesses in the node have hosen the same value for m.Proposition 4. Let N be a loally-ooperative HMSC. Then AN is a CFMimplementation of L(N) of size nO(}), where n is the number of nodes of N and} is the number of proesses.Remark 1. Note that we an �x a leader for eah transition of the HMSC be-forehand. This would derease the degree of non-determinism and deadloks.4.3 Implementing loal-hoie HMSCsThe implementation algorithm desribed in the previous setion annot avoiddeadloks for the resulting CFM, sine the future preditions are hosen by eahproess separately. One reason is that branhing in an HMSC is not ontrolledby a single proess, as it is the ase for loal-hoie HMSCs. The results of [8℄give a suÆient ondition (alled reonstrutibility) for a loal-hoie HMSC tobe implementable with no addition of extra message data.Reall from Setion 3.1 that any aepting path � of a loal-hoie HMSChas a anonial deomposition � = �0 � � ��k in subpaths �i, suh that the MSCexeution of �i has an unique minimal proess loated in the �rst node wi of�i (reall Figure 2 in Setion 3.1). We an use the minimal nodes wi as futurepreditions in the CFM implementation. Eah proess q 2 P (�i) transmits wiwith eah send ation. Reall that pi+1 is the minimal proess of wi+1. Whenproess pi+1 2 P (�i) �nishes �i then it has to hoose the starting node wi+1of the next non-branhing path �i+1 suh that (vi+1; wi+1) 2 R (if vi+1 6= vf ).Proess pi+1 will be the only proess in �i that knows the next node (wi+1) tobe exeuted. Every other proess q 2 P (�i) will exeute �q(�i) and then getinto a polling state in whih it aepts any inoming message. The �rst messagereeived by q will inform it about a node wj , j > i. Knowing N and wj , proessq determines the path �j = NPath(wj) that it is exeuted.The algorithm A0p for proess p is given below. The all exeute path(w)means that p has to exeute �p(�), where � = NPath(w). Note that p must onlyremember w and its urrent node in �. The all exeute1 path(w) is similar,exept for the fat that p exeutes �p(�) without its �rst ation. The all guess(w)guesses w0 suh that w0 is a suessor node of the last node of NPath(w). Theall poll() means that proess p is waiting for an inoming message from anarbitrary proess. By reeiving a message, proess p gets the urrent node w0and also exeutes its �rst ation in �0 = NPath(w0) (a reeive ation).10



w = v0; not_polling = true;while (true)f if (p 2 P(NPath(w)) // test useful only when startingif (not_polling) exeute_path(w);else exeute1_path(w);v = last node of NPath(w);if (p = pmin(v))f w' = guess(w); not_polling = true; gelse f w' = poll(); not_polling = false; gw = w';gProposition 5. Let N be a loal-hoie HMSC. Then A0N is a deadlok-freeCFM implementation of N . Moreover, the size of A0N is linear in the size of N .5 Channel-Bounded CFM and Deadlok DetetionIn this setion we onsider a sublass of ommuniating �nite state mahines,alled hannel-bounded CFM. Intuitively, a CFM is bounded if every exeutionan be simulated by an exeution using bounded bu�ers. Sine implementationsof HMSCs yield hannel-bounded CFMs, it is natural to ask whether a hannel-bounded CFM is deadlok-free.A on�guration C = (q; B) of a CFM A = (Ap)p2P is desribed by a globalstate q of S = Qp2P Sp and the ontents B 2 (C�)P�P of all bu�ers. Thetransition relation of the CFM is denoted by !, its transitive-reexive losureis denoted as usual by �!. The on�guration with global state s0 and emptybu�ers is the initial on�guration. An exeution � = C1 a1! C2 a2! � � � am�1! Cm ofA is a �nite!-path. The labeling of the exeution � is the sequene a1 � � � am�1.Note that the labeling of an exeution � de�nes in a natural way a partialMSC ms(�). Reall that an exeution is suessful if it ends with empty bu�ersand eah proess reahes some loal �nal state. A on�guration C is a deadlokif there is no suessful exeution starting from C. Let A = Sp2P Ap be theset of possible ations of a CFM over proess set P . Two exeutions �; �0 areequivalent (and we write � � �0) if ms(�) = ms(�0) and �; �0 start in the sameon�guration.An exeution � of a CFM is alled b-bounded, if every on�guration of � issuh that the size of every bu�er is bounded by b. If C �! C 0 is b-bounded, thenwe say that C 0 is b-reahable from C.A CFM is b-bounded if every suessful exeution � starting in the initial on-�guration admits some suessful, b-bounded equivalent exeution �0 � �. LetA be a b-bounded CFM and let C be b-reahable from the initial on�gurationof A. Then C is not a deadlok if and only if there is some b-bounded, suessfulexeution starting from C. This allows to show the following proposition.Proposition 6. Reahability and deadlok detetion for b-bounded CFMs areboth PSPACE-omplete (with b in unary representation).11
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